Our Home,
Our World
Level B1 - Intermediate
Lesson 1

Warm-up

1. Match the names of the houses with the
pictures: a motorhome, a houseboat, a
block of flats, a chalet.
2. What features would you expect to find
in these houses? (e.g. a spacious
kitchen, breathtaking views, close
neighbour community, etc.)
3. Which of the houses would you like to
stay in for the holiday? Why?
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Discussion

Living in a cave is something
everybody has heard of when reading
history books or watching TV
programs
on
prehistoric
times.
Building a home in a cave was one of
the efforts made by our ancestors in
order
to
survive.
As
mankind
progressed technologically, living in a
cave remained only a distant memory.
So how would we react if somebody
told us that people live in cave homes
in present times, maybe even not so
far away from our own houses?

1. Does it surprise you that
some people still live in
caves? Where?
2. What are the advantages
and disadvantages of
living in a cave?

Reading

What are some advantages and disadvantages of living in a
cave house?
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Surprisingly, from a scientific point of view, living in a cave is not such a bad idea. Underground caves maintain a
constant temperature - cool in the summer, warm in the winter. Rocks and stones composing the caves are natural
materials and also provide a good, natural layer of sound insulation. They are also much cheaper to build than
traditional above ground houses. And, cave homes offer a natural barrier to intruders since there is only one side to
protect instead of four.
The disadvantages can be overcome by installing large windows, preferably south-facing so that natural light comes
into the cave home all year long. Also, your builder can offer construction techniques that will minimize the impact
of earthquakes, reducing the risk of rocks collapsing.
So, remember you don't have to be a caveman or woman (or Batman) to live in a cave home. Green architects and
builders in modern times know how to build many different types of alternative living spaces that are eco-friendly
and appeal to environmentalists everywhere.

Reading

Answers

What are some advantages and disadvantages of living in a
cave house?
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Surprisingly, from a scientific point of view, living in a cave is not such a bad idea. Underground caves maintain a
constant temperature - cool in the summer, warm in the winter. Rocks and stones composing the caves are natural
materials and also provide a good, natural layer of sound insulation. They are also much cheaper to build than
traditional above ground houses. And, cave homes offer a natural barrier to intruders since there is only one side to
protect instead of four.
The disadvantages can be overcome by installing large windows, preferably south-facing so that natural light comes
into the cave home all year long. Also, your builder can offer construction techniques that will minimize the impact
of earthquakes, reducing the risk of rocks collapsing.
So, remember you don't have to be a caveman or woman (or Batman) to live in a cave home. Green architects and
builders in modern times know how to build many different types of alternative living spaces that are eco-friendly
and appeal to environmentalists everywhere.

Reading
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Surprisingly, from a scientific point of view, living in a cave is not such a bad
idea. Underground caves maintain a constant temperature - cool in the
summer, warm in the winter. Rocks and stones composing the caves are
natural materials and also provide a good, natural layer of sound insulation.
They are also much cheaper to build than traditional above ground houses.
And, cave homes offer a natural barrier to intruders since there is only one
side to protect instead of four.
The disadvantages can be overcome by installing large windows, preferably
south-facing so that natural light comes into the cave home all year long.
Also, your builder can offer construction techniques that will minimize the
impact of earthquakes, reducing the risk of rocks collapsing.
So, remember you don't have to be a caveman or woman (or Batman) to live
in a cave home. Green architects and builders in modern times know how to
build many different types of alternative living spaces that are eco-friendly
and appeal to environmentalists everywhere.

Decide if the following sentences are true
(T), false (F), or the information is not given
(NG).
1. It isn’t as popular to live in the caves now as
it was in the past.
2. The temperatures inside cave houses are
lower in the summer than the temperatures
outside.
3. It is quieter inside the cave house than
outside.
4. Cave houses are as expensive to build as
above ground houses.
5. It is darker inside of a cave house than in
any above ground house.
6. Living in a cave house is more dangerous
than living in a traditional house.

Reading
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Surprisingly, from a scientific point of view, living in a cave is not such a bad
idea. Underground caves maintain a constant temperature - cool in the
summer, warm in the winter. Rocks and stones composing the caves are
natural materials and also provide a good, natural layer of sound insulation.
They are also much cheaper to build than traditional above ground houses.
And, cave homes offer a natural barrier to intruders since there is only one
side to protect instead of four.
The disadvantages can be overcome by installing large windows, preferably
south-facing so that natural light comes into the cave home all year long.
Also, your builder can offer construction techniques that will minimize the
impact of earthquakes, reducing the risk of rocks collapsing.
So, remember you don't have to be a caveman or woman (or Batman) to live
in a cave home. Green architects and builders in modern times know how to
build many different types of alternative living spaces that are eco-friendly
and appeal to environmentalists everywhere.

Answers
Decide if the following sentences are true
(T), false (F), or the information is not given
(NG).
1. It isn’t as popular to live in the caves now as
it was in the past. (NG)
2. The temperatures inside cave houses are
lower in the summer than the temperatures
outside. (T)
3. It is quieter inside the cave house than
outside. (T)
4. Cave houses are as expensive to build as
above ground houses. (F)
5. It is darker inside of a cave house than in
any above ground house. (T)
6. Living in a cave house is more dangerous
than living in a traditional house. (NG)

Grammar

Look at the sentences
1. What is this structure?
2. When do we use it?
3. What's the difference between long
and short adjectives?
4. What structure do we use to say

1. It isn’t as popular to live in the caves now as it was in
the past.
2. The temperatures inside cave houses are lower in
the summer than the temperatures outside.
3. It is quieter inside the cave house than outside.
4. Cave houses are as expensive to build as above
ground houses.
5. It is darker inside of a cave house than in any above

that two things are identical or

ground house.

completely different?

6. Living in a cave house is more dangerous than living
in a traditional house.

Writing

Write

in

the

chat

three

differences between living in a
cave house and living a block
of flats.
Living in a block of flats is
noisier than living in a cave
house.

Discussion

1.Would you like to live in a cave
house? Why (not)?
2.How is your current house similar or
different

from

a

cave

house?

(temperature, light, noise, etc.)
3.What would you miss the most if
you lived in a cave house or any other
unusual places mentioned before?

I (don’t) think it’s a good idea to live in a cave
house because...
My house is brighter / noisier / colder than...
If I lived in a cave house, I’d definitely
miss...because...

Pair Work
Together with your classmate, discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of living on a houseboat vs living in a chalet.
Decide which is the best option for you to live in and why.
Living on a houseboat

Scenery

Price

Safety

Size

Mobility

Living in a chalet

